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Enjoy the many healthful and luxurious beauty treatments from the best spas worldwide,
using elements from your kitchen. The pursuit of beauty today is happily fused with a desire to
have inner health. Drawing from her comprehensive travels, fashion model Dawn Gallagher
presents a natural, multicultural approach to beauty care. And in a move from pricey, chemicalladen cosmetics and cosmetics, the book offers organic alternatives using healthy elements
from your kitchen— Handful of us have the time or money to drop everything and escape to the
tropics, so here’ This reserve is a collection of ancient and modern beauty secrets, healing
practices for body and mind, and lifestyle tips for health insurance and vitality from exotic
places in Arabia, the Caribbean, the Far East, India, South Africa, and the Indian Ocean islands.s
a top-to-toe revitalizing program you can do in the comfort of your own home. She has
collected quality recipes from spas worldwide and translated them into basic treatments you
can do at house.such as avocado, banana, olive oil, and yogurt—s Beauty Secrets transports the
reader to an environment of beauty, pampering, and relaxation. Brimming with gorgeous
photographs, easy-to-follow recipes, and multicultural beauty ideas, Nature’at a fraction of
the purchase price.
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The ever-eloquent Dawn Gallagher communes with Mother Earth to bring you achievable
beauty that's as convenient as your garden! I've been using the skin look after dry pores and
skin with rose drinking water and my pores and skin is fantastic! Your beauty and charm
abound, of that there is no doubt, however the sisterhood of womankind owe you a debts of
gratitude for posting around your secrets of natural splendor achieved through immersion in
to the very elements that are simply within arms reach in our kitchens and gardens, under no
circumstances out of sight however all too often out of mind. Your gracious expertise shows
us that with a bit of creativeness and but a brief second or two out of our time, we, too, can
perform the luminosity of a top model without breaking the lender. Your suggestions
encourage and also convince us that it's indeed feasible to exude a glowing dewy essence
that feels clean and supple, simply by employing easy tips that pamper and provide pleasure
to your over-scheduled lives! The photographs are luscious, and the recipes are divine.. On
top of that, this book offers you refreshing new concepts on how to pamper yourself (or
others) without spending a fortune. As a fellow reviewer said-a will need to have for moms! I
really like this book! I get to savor the taste on the spoon as well. All the treatments I have
tried are wonderful. The recipes are easy to check out and I really like that I can buy the
majority of the ingredients within my local grocery store.yummy! I must say i found this book
to become a excellent resource to re-create a spa experience at home. Love from your
Bibliophile admirer, Kathleen P. It provides many different treatments from all over the world
with lovely vivid pictures. The directions are clear, basic and easy to accomplish. And my girl is
no exception. Many thanks, Dawn Gallagher, for sharing with us your presents of grace and
eloquence, pertaining to crafting this compelling book that reveals for us the treasures of
NATURE that surrounds us all. "Light a few candles and prepare yourself to pamper your welldeserving self". I also really like the coffee glucose scrub. Definetly understand this book. Five
Stars Nice book with beautiful photos plus some good dishes. I have been to a couple of the
spas reviewed in the book and can utilize it as a reference resource for future destinations.....
Beautiful book. This book contains alot of simple and natural recipes for skin and nail care
applications. worth every penny This book will probably be worth every penny.. And what a
great idea to show us how exactly to recreate these fantastic treatments in your own homes.
Value the price. Finally, I found this reserve and Dawn demonstrates a relaxing day time can
occur even for half of the price. Brava, Dawn.. Pampering yourself at home is finally made
easy.I under no circumstances know whether I will apply them to my epidermis, hair, or pour
them more than a salad, as they always look so tempting to eat as well!Apart from a beauty
resource, the reserve is a travel guide! Have yet to try them however though. Beautiful reserve
that soothes with each change of the page.Thank you to the author for bringing beauty with
easy to my house. Great! I love this book. Beautiful pictures and information relating to the
properties of the ingredients in each formulation.. Every girl loves to be pampered . Every lady
likes to be pampered, correct? I think it is time to dash down to my kitchen right now, as I'm
desiring a papaya, honey and yogurt facial once more, and the bonus? The photos are
absolutely exquisite. I feel like I'm being transported to the most glamorous spas around the
world. Well created. I don't like books with fancy photos and I'm not really a spa person, but I
like DIY cosmetics and predicated on the reviews here I bought this book.. Fantastic book
about natural splendor with amazing photography Fantastic book about natural beauty with
amazing photography. It was very interesting to find skincare recipes produced by Dawn
during her thrilling career. Such even skin color now. High quality of the printing makes it an
excellent gift too! Five Stars lots of good information.. Recommend! EVERY! As someone who

is busy with job and family I rarely find enough time to get pampered at the SPA and truly miss
the chance and time to care for myself. A MUST Have got to Create a Spa Experience at
Home! Actually it costs hardly any, because the majority of her ingredients I found in my own
kitchen anyway. I believe the guidelines in her book are actually beneficial, and here tips are
not complicated, as I often noticed within various other books. It had been easy and fun to
follow her instructions also to obtain "that spa glow" in the home ... Although I was not aware of
it when I ordered the book, it turned out that with some of the ideas I can even pamper my
little daughter. I really like this book! I'm very happy with the circulation of the book and the
info. We are already thinking about our first joined spa night in the home. It will be awesome
and so much fun!
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